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ABSTRACT: 

Introduction: 
A - Enzymes and receptors seem sensitive to high dilutions (HDs) maintaining the same effects of 
pharmacological doses (PDs). In significant biological trials Aspirin HDs inhibit COX2, Histamine 
or Adrenaline HDs inhibit basophil degranulation and Rhustox HDs increase COX2 and PGE2, 
similarly to their respective PDs, whereas Thyroxine HDs effect inversion was insignificant. This 
agrees with wide reproduction of PDs main effects by HDs in provings. Similitude explanation, after 
the hormetic theory failure, should revalue the pharmacological hypothesis described in Organon, par. 
59-66, updating those hints with the most recent discoveries. 

Scientific findings: 
B – Most drugs and plant constituents cause symptoms through cell receptors and ion channels, fewer 
through enzymes. 

C - After any drug-receptor interaction causing symptoms, cells react against drugs, modulating 
surface receptor density (sensitivity) in opposite directions, decreasing receptors after agonists and 
increasing them after antagonists. Opposite receptor modulations are automatic reactions (par. 63), 
governed by specific 'accessory proteins' that control external inputs entry. Receptor counter-
modulations produce opposite symptoms (rebound) after drug removal (par. 62, 65). 

D - During diseases receptor sensitivity is altered becoming responsible for pathologies and 
symptoms. Current pharmacological approach against receptor alterations may secondarily increase 
these alterations giving drug tolerance, increasing symptoms (par. 59, 60). 

Hypothesis and preliminary confirmations: 
Considering A, B, C and D, correct healings should restore receptor imbalances and related symptoms, 
through an indirect action, utilizing the automatic counter-regulation of cells against the drug primary 
action (par. 64B). If secondary body reactions after contrary drugs are directed toward the disease 
(symptoms worsening), opposingly giving drugs similar to the disease cell receptor reactions should 
be directed toward the health (par. 61) (symptoms disappearance). These curative secondary reactions 
have been shown in some pathologies treated by similar drugs, like heart failure, pains, experimental 
diabetes even with PDs. HDs advantages are probably treatment safety (par. 66) and depth. 

Conclusions: 
A new vision is proposed where, in the sick organism, secondary responses to drugs are more 
important than primary ones. They may be therapeutically used prescribing similar drugs to obtain a 
secondary response in the wanted direction (rewarding secondary effect). 


